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Endre A d y .............................................................................................. Dezső Keresztury
The Importance and Influence of A d y ...................................................György Lukács
Endre Ady and the P resen t......................................................................... László Bóka
The Timeliness of A d y ........................................................................... László Ferenczi
Ady — Poet and Social C ritic .................................................................. Erzsébet Vezér
Ady as Political T h in k er.....................................................................Neville Masterman
The Danubian Ady ....................................................................................  Robert Auty
Ady in Knightsbridge................................................................................Miklós Vajda
A Portrait of Attila József the P o e t............................................................László Pödör
The History of Kassák’s “ Ma” ................................................................ Katalin Mezey
Miklós Radnóti, a Twentieth Century P o e t ............................. .............István Sőtér
Post-war
A Short Introduction to Contemporary Hungarian P oetry ..................György Somlyó
The Place of Hungarian Poetry in Europe ............................................ István Sőtér
Modern Hungarian P o e try .....................................................................Edwin Morgan
The Crane and the H o rs e ....................................................................... Robert Graves
An Introduction to Modern Hungarian P o e try ....................................Miklós Vajda
Criticism
Comprehensive
Children of War (Young Hungarian poets: Judit Tóth, Ottó Orbán,
Katalin Varga, András Mezei, Zoltán Soós, Márton Kalász)........... György Somlyó
What Can These Poets Do? (István Vas, Sándor Weöres, Győző Csaba,
Ágnes Nemes N agy)..............................................................................László Ferenczi
The Poet’s Voice (János Pilinszky, György Rába, Ferenc Juhász,
































Recent Poetry (Sándor Rákos, László Kálnoky, István Kormos,
Zoltán Z e lk ) .........................................................................................László Ferenczi
Recent Poetry (Ottó Orbán, József Tornai, Ferenc Juhász)........... László Ferenczi
New Poetry (Zoltán Zelk, Sándor Csoóri, Ottó Orbán,
Sándor R ákos)...................................................................................... László Ferenczi
A Reader’s Diary (György Kalmár, Gábor Garai,
Ottó Orbán, Paul Ignotus) ................................................................... Péter Nagy
Recent Poetry (László Nagy, György Rába, Dezső T andori)..............László Ferenczi
A  Prolific and a Taciturn Poet (Mihály Ladányi, György P e tri).........László Ferenczi
New Volumes of Poetry (István Vas, István Kormos).........................László Ferenczi
Two Poets (László Kálnoky, Anna K iss)...............................................László Ferenczi
The Human Experiences of Timeless Times (Anna H ajna l)............. László Ferenczi
Recent Poetry (György Rónay,
Endre Vészi, István C sukás)............................................................László Ferenczi
New Volumes of Poetry
(Amy Károlyi, Agnes Gergely, Gyula T akáts)................................. László Ferenczi
New Volumes of Poetry (Géza Képes, Béla Vihar, Győző Csorba). . .  László Ferenczi 
New Volumes of Poetry
(György Somlyó, András Fodor, Kornél Döbrentei).........................László Ferenczi
Individual poets
“Without Anger” (László B óka).............................................................. György Rónay
Gábor Devecseri: Record of a Poetic Friendship................................. Robert Graves
Poet and Translator (László Rónay on Gábor Devecseri).........................Rudolf Fischer
Milán Füst, P o e t .......................................................................................György Somlyó
Gábor Garai’s P o e try ................................................................................  György Rónay
The Value of “Is that All?” (Anna H ajna l).......................................... László Ferenczi
Sketches to a Portrait of Gyula Illy é s ........... ................................ .. Miklós Hubay
The Seventy Years of Gyula Illy é s ............................................................Miklós Béládi
Illyés’s Collected and Abandoned V erse ...............................................László Ferenczi
Gyula Illyés, Poet of a N a tio n ............................................................László Ferenczi
Ferenc Juhász at F if ty ..............................................................................László Ferenczi
Talking About Integrity (an interview with László N ag y ).................... Éva Katona
Poet in the Green Tent: László N a g y ........................................................Ottó Orbán
Experimenting with Unemotional Poetry (György P e tr i) ....................László Ferenczi
The Poet as Egoist (Lőrinc Szabó)..........................................................László Ferenczi
A Song from the Well
(excerpts from an autobiography followed by a poem )...................... Mihály Váci
Underground Sun (István Vas).................................................................László Ferenczi
A  Masterpiece of Poetic Insight (Sándor Weöres: “Psyche”) . . . . . .  László Ferenczi
Steinbeck and Z e l k ................................................................................Ferenc Karinthy
ABROAD
Emily Dickinson .......................................................................................Robert Goffin
The Changing Image of Apollinaire ..........................................................István Vas
T. S. Eliot ...................................................................................................... István Vas
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International Poetry Days in Budapest............................................................................
Á rio n .......................................................................................................... László Ferenczj






Poetry and Translation..............................................................................Edwin Morgan
Translation— English and H ungarian.......................................... Alexander R. Sinclair
William Jay Smith on Poetry and T ranslation ........................................ István Bart
The Moment of the Anthologist .......................................................... Miklós Vajda
From Hungarian
English Verse (Adventures of a Hungarian Anthologist
among the English P o e ts) .....................................................................Miklós Vajda
What Hungarian Poetry in English?..................................................... Andrew Feldmdr
On Translating Hungarian P o e try .................................................  William Jay Smith
Erecting Barriers to Poetry .....................................................................  Thomas Land
Modern Hungarian Poetry —- “Incomprehensible to Outsiders” ? . . .  Eric Mottram
Hungarian Verse from Scotland.............................................................. Rudolf Fischer
A  Preliminary Anthology....................................................................... Kenneth McRobhie
A  French Anthology of Hungarian P oetry ...............................................György Rónay
On the Death of László G a ra ..............................................................................L. K.
Guillevic’s Hungarian P o e ts .....................................................................György Rónay
Petőfi A broad ...............................................................................................  György Radó
The Poems of Endre Ady: Something from N o th in g .................... Kenneth McRobhie
Rendering Attila József’s Poems in I ta lian ............................................ Umberto Albini
Translating Attila József’s Poetry ...............................  László András-Ruth Sutter
Into Hungarian
The New Hungarian “Complete Homer” ....................................János György Szilágyi
A Guide to the Odyssey......................................................................... Gábor Devecseri
Postscript to the Complete Hungarian H o m er....................................Gábor Devecseri
Dante and the Hungarian R eader............................................................  Tibor Kardos
Notes on the Hungarian K ea ts ........................................................ Lenke Bizám
The First Hungarian Translator of O ssian.............................................Dezső Keresztury
Late Arrival (T. S. Eliot in H ungarian)...................................... ............ Péter Nagy
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Tradition and Innovation in Literature 
The N o v e l........................................ William Cooper 17/90-96
54 CULTURE
The Genealogy of the N o v e l.................................................Pamela Hansford Johnson
The Imagery of Dickens and P ro u s t........................................................Lenke Bizám
From Fairy Tales to Science Fiction ...................................................  Roger Caillois
Essay in Approximation .........................................................................  Heinrich Boll
IN  HUNGARY
Two Centuries of Hungarian Short S tories........................................ Dezső Keresztury
Petőfi’s P rose ............................................................................................. Sándor Lukdcsy
Pre-war
Frigyes Karinthy — Humorist and Thinker
(with a selection from Karinthy’s w ritings)......................................  Miklós Vajda
Gyula Krúdy’s W o rld ........................................................................... György Sebestyén
Zsigmond Móricz, the Novelist ..............................................................  Péter Nagy
Post-war
Modern Hungarian N ovels............................................................................Péter Nagy
Criticism
Comprehensive
Men before the Mirror (Géza Ottlik, Miklós Szentkuthy, László Bóka) . .  Csaba Sík 
Three New Hungarian Novels (Virág Móricz, Imre Keszi,
Lajos Mesterházi) ....................................................................................  Péter Nagy
A Selection of Short Stories by Young Hungarian Authors (István Szabó,
Endre Gerelyes, László Kamondy, István Csurka, Endre Fejes,
Mihály V árkonyi)........................................ ......................................... Károly S^alay
Man and Outer World (Imre Sarkadi, Dezső Keresztury, Emil Kolozsvári
Grandpierre, Ferenc Karinthy, Imre Keszi, Lajos Kassák).................... Béla Abody
Heroes and Writers (Tibor Déry, Magda Szabó, Judit Sziráky, Sándor
Somogyi Tóth, Gyula Fekete) ..............................................   Anna Földes
Four Young Prosewriters (Ferenc Sánta, István Szabó, Endre Fejes,
Lajos Galambos)......................................................................................... Anna Földes
Contest of Generations (István Vas, Sándor Csoóri, Ferenc Karinthy,
István Csurka, György M oldova)......................................................................... Imre Sgászg
O f Generations, Old and New (Imre Keszi, Emil Kolozsvári Grandpierre,
Iván Mándy, Károly Szakonyi, Ottó Hámori, András T abák)........... Anna Földes
Master of my Fate? (Miklós Mészöly, András M ezei)............................... Anna Földes
Three Short Story Collections (István Örkény, Iván Mándy,
György M oldova).......................................................................................Anna Földes
Two Short-Story Writers (Endre Illés, Ferenc Karinthy)..................................... Anna Földes
Three Works of Non-Fiction (István Vas, György Moldova,
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New Meanings in the Short Story (István Örkény, Iván Boldizsár,
Miklós Mészöly, Gyula Hernádi, György M oldova)...........................Anna Földes
The Long and the Short and the Shortest (István Örkény, Iván Mándy,
István Csurka, László Kamondy, István Ö rley )....................................Imre Szász
A Whale’s Back in a Sea of Prose (Erzsébet Galgóczi, Miklós Mészöly,
Péter Zimre) ............................................................................................... Imre Szász
New Fiction (G. György Kardos, Mihály Sükösd, Lajos Maróti,
Magda Szabó, Endre Fejes) .....................................................................Imre Szász.
Books in the Street (György Konrád, Gyula Hernádi, Iván Mándy,
Erzsébet Galgóczi, Gyula Illy és)...............................................................Imre Szász.
Calm after the Storm (Endre Illés, György Moldova, Emil Kolozsvári
Grandpierre, István Vas) .......................................................................... Imre Szász.
Debit and Debility—New Fiction (György Konrád, Anna Jókai,
Péter Módos, Péter Nádas)....................................................................... Imre Szász.
Town and Corridors (Tamás Bárány, Endre Vészi, Tibor Bálint,
András S ü tő ) .................................................................................................. Imre Szász.
Estrangement and Accuracy (Iván Mándy, Sándor Somogyi Tóth,
Miklós M észöly).............................................................................  László Varga
Three Volumes of Short Stories (István Csurka, Ferenc Sánta,
Gyula Lugossy).....................................     László Varga
The Fearful Future—the Haunted Past (Ferenc Karinthy,
G. György Kardos) .........................................................................................Pál Réz.
Filling the Vacuum (Gyula Kurucz, Géza Bereményi,
Zsuzsa Vathy) ........................................................................................... László Varga
Roads and Islands (Gyula Hernádi, Emil Kolozsvári Grandpierre)........... László Varga
Mixed Feelings (Ákos Kertész, Lajos Galambos, Ferenc Karinthy,
György Szem es).........................................................................................László Varga
Whose Hippie World? (Tibor Déry, Lajos M aró ti) ............................... László Varga
New Fiction by István Csurka, Vilmos Csapiár, István Császár..............László Varga
Three Worlds (Iván Mándy, Gábor Thurzó, Gyula Lugossy).................. László Varga
Prose Variations for Four Genres (Tibor Déry, István Csurka,
Ottó Orbán, György Gera) ................................................................... László Varga
Two Novelists (Ferenc Karinthy, Zsuzsa V athy)......................................László Varga
Two Trials (Mihály Sükösd, György M oldova)........................................László Varga
Three Prose Volumes
(György Rónay, Albert Gyergyai, István Császár)............................. László Varga
Three Genres of Fiction
(Gyula Hernádi, Sándor Tatay and György S p iró ).............................. László Varga
Ears and Eyes as Fiction (Tibor Déry, Iván M ándy)................................ László Varga
Reality in the Mind and Vice Versa
(Miklós Mészöly, Menyhért Lakatos) ................................................. László Varga
No Happy Endings
(József Balázs, György Moldova, Gergely Rákosy)...........................Zoltán Iszlai
Three Writers from Three Generations
(Endre Vészi, Erzsébet Galgóczi, Szilveszter Ö rdögh)........... .. László Varga
Fictionalizing the Self
(Ágnes Gergely, István Eörsi, Péter D obai)........................................ László Varga
Approaches to Fiction































Children’s Stories? (Péter Horváth, Péter Esterházy)..................Imre Kiss Pintér
Story Writers, and a Poet as Novelist
(Tamás Bárány, István Császár, György Somlyó)............................... Zoltán Iszlai
Up to Expectations (G. György Kardos, József Balázs, György Konrád) . .  Zoltán Iszlai 
Young Writers (Péter Nádas, Péter Esterházy, Ferenc Temesi) . . . . .  Zoltán Iszlai 
Caught in the Act of Remembering
(Magda Szabó, Gábor Thurzó, Ferenc K arinthy)............................... Zoltán Iszlai
Historical Experiences
(György Odze, Sándor Tatay, Zsolt Csalog, István G á li) ................Zoltán Iszlai
Family Stories and Other New Fiction
(Péter Lengyel, Géza Bereményi, Tibor Szobotka, István Örkény) . . Zoltán Iszlai 
Crime and Escape (István Szilágyi, Zoltán Panek)................................. Zoltán Iszlai
Individual novelists
Epitaph on László B óka............................................................................Iván Boldizsár
The Bitter Brew (Tibor Cseres)..............................................................  Vilmos Faragó
Hommage to Déry
The Questing Writer ..................................................................................  Pál Réz^
Preserving the Human Substance .....................................................  György Lukács
The Three Faces of Tibor D é ry .............................................................. Anna Földes
There is a Verdict (Tibor D éry)...................................................................Ferenc Fehér
“Mr. G. A. in X.” (Tibor D éry )............................................................... Anna Földes
The Reception of a Novel (Endre Fejes)...................................................György Szabó
Talking to Erzsébet Galgóczi................................................................ Ferenc Karinthy
Interview with Lajos K assák.........................................................................  Edit Erki
A Forgotten Childhood (Ervin Lázár: “Buddha Is Sad”) ....................  Tibor Tüskés
Man at the End of the World (Alexander Lenard).............................György C. Kardos
The Achievement and the “Acta Sanctorum” of József Lengyel. . . Kenneth McRobbie
“The Boys from Kertész Street” (Ferenc Lóránd)....................................István Gábor
A Novel about the Psychology of a Revolution (György Nemes) . . . .  Vilmos Faragó
Love Thy Neighbour Better (László Németh’s new n o v e l)..................Anna Földes
The Metamorphoses of a W riter: István Ö rkény ................................. László Varga
The Solution of the Insoluble (Imre Sarkadi)........................................ György Somlyó
“The Second Life of Sylvester II” (Miklós Szentkuthy,
Gergely Rákosy) ....................................................................................  László Varga
The Last Magician: Aron T am ási..........................................................László B. Nagy
































Balzac and The Human Comedy .......................................................... Béla Köpeczi
Encounters (Maxim Gorky, Romain Rolland) ........................................  Béla Illés
Romain Rolland and his Hungarian F riends........................................ László Dobossy
Thomas Mann’s I ro n y ..................................................................................Péter Rényi
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Thomas Mann and Hungary
— His Correspondence with Hungarian F riends......................................Pál Re\
An Evening with Thomas Mann and Béla B artók...........................  Yolanda Hatvány
“Behind the Beyond” (Zsigmond Móricz, Thomas M ann)..................György Somlyó
Criticism
English Prose (notes on an anthology)........................................................Péter Veres
A Reader’s D iary ...........................................................................................Magda Szabó
Dream and Tradition—On the English and the American Novel . . . .  Walter Allen 
God in the Quad
Objectivity and Subjectivity in the Nouveau Roman................Alain Robbe-Grillet
Can the Sick Animal be Cured ? ......................................................... Béla Köpeczi
Moravia’s Adventure in C h in a ................................................................ Lajos Maróti
Four English Novels
(C. P. Snow, A. Alvarez, Lawrence Durrell, Nadine Gordimer). . . .  Péter Nagy
English Literature in the Eyes of Hungarians
László Kéry: “English Writers” ..........................................................László Országi)
Encounters
A Talk with William C ooper.................................................................... László Kéry
Encounter with Jean-Paul Sartre ............................................................László Róbert
Writer in the Park (A peripatetic portrait of Bill N aughton)............. Miklós Vajda
In Robert Graves’ Olive Grove .......................................................... Gábor Devecseri
TRANSLATION
From Hungarian
A Hungarian Classic and Its Victorian Critics (József Eötvös)........... Lóránt Czigány
Jókai’s Popularity in Victorian England................................................. Lóránt Czigány
Hungarian Short Stories in English............................................................ Imre Szasz_
To Please Whom? .......................................................................................Imre Szásza
Instant Literary Tourism .........................................................................  Paul Aston
Into Hungarian
The Hungarian C am pion...................................................................Neville Masterman
Sartre—as Seen by a T ransla tor................................................................... Pál Justus
Hands Ready to Clap (on translating Salinger).................... .................Tibor Bartos
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The Old Hungarian D ra m a ...................................................................Miklós Szsnczj
Imre Madách’s “The Tragedy of Man” ................................................... István Sőtér
Post-war
Gyula Illyés, Dramatist ......................................................................... Józsefi Corner
The Proconsul’s Dilemma (János Székely’s p la y ).................................  Tamás Koltai
ABROAD
Shakespeare-problems
Knowledge of Human Nature in Shakespearean D ram a...................... Agnes Heller
“The Merchant of Venice”
and Problems of Civil Law in the Renaissance................................. Géza Hegedűs
Shakespeare the R e a lis t......................................................................... Elemér Hankiss
The Complexity of Shakespeare’s Comic Characters.............................László Kéry
Chronicle or T ragedy ..............................................................................Dezső Mészöly
See CULTURE, Theatre
20th Century
Irreverent Thoughts on M aeterlinck............................................................Péter Nagy
Analysis by P ro x y .......................................................................................Henry Popkin
Who’s Afraid of Edward Albee ? ............................................................ Elemér Hankiss
Beckett’s “Godot” and the Myth of A lienation..................................Gábor Mihályi
O ’Neill to A lbee............................................................................................. Péter Nagy
Arthur Miller: Moralist as P layw right.................................................Miklós Vajda
TRANSLATION
English Renaissance Dramas in H ungarian.......................................... Balázs Lengyel
Shakespeare and A rany...................................................................Alexander R. Sinclair
Hungarian Poets on Shakespeare
Introducing Shakespeare to Hungary ( i8 6 0 ) ......................................János Arany
“Richard III” (1 8 4 7 ).............................................................................. Sándor Petőfi
Shakespeare (1927)............................................................................Dezső Kosztolányi
Quoting Shakespeare in H ungary ..........................................................László Orsgágh
Shakespeare Through the C enturies..................................................... László Orsgágh
Helping Charles and M a ry ....................................................................... J. C. Trewin
Selected Bibliography of Shakespeare’s Works



























POETRY, FICTION, DRAM A
POEMS
Old
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).................................................................. Janus Pannonius
In Praise of Wine (tr. W. D. Snodgrass)............................... Sebestyén Tinódi Lantos
All Sorts of Drunkards (tr. W. D. Snodgrass).................... Sebestyén Tinódi Lantos
You, the Heaven’s Domed Height (tr. W. D. Snodgrass)..................Bálint Balassi






To Love, To Like (tr. William Jay Smith)...........................
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)........................................................
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).....................................................
Pre-war
Poems (tr. J. C. W. H orne)........................................................
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).....................................................
Poems (tr. Michael Hamburger, Edwin M organ)..................
From the Ér to the Ocean (tr. William Jay S m ith ).........
Poems (tr. J. C. W. H o rn e ) ...................................................
On the City’s Rim (tr. Earle Bimey with the collaboration
of Ilona Duczynska) ..............................................................
Two Poems (tr. Ruth Sutter, Edwin M organ)......................
Two Poems (tr. E. M. Johnson).............................................
Welcome to Thomas Mann (tr. Vernon W atk in s).............
Four Picture-Poems (1921) (tr. György Raáb).........................
Poems (tr. Keith Bodsford, József Hatvány, Ruth Sutter) . . .
Two Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)...............................................
Poems (tr. Thomas L and)..........................................................
Post-war
The Dead of My Songs (tr. Alan Dixon) .............................
The Clock That Stopped (tr. L. T. András).............................
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).........................................................
In Memóriám Tristan Tzara ...................................................
Poems (tr. Edwin Morgan) .....................................................
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)........................................................
Three Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffm an)............................................
Poems (tr. Alan D ixon)..............................................................
Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffm an).......................................................
The Macadam Road Remembers (tr. Barbara Howes).........
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Odysseus in Phaeacia (tr. Robert Graves).............................................Gábor Devecseri
When Things Fall Upwards, She
(tr. Edwin Morgan, Daniel Hoffm an)................................................... István Eörsi
Generations (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ........................................................István Eörsi
Poems (tr. Herbert K ühner).....................................................................András Fodor
Two Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)................................................................ Milán Füst
Acrobats (tr. Andrew Feldm ár)........... ....................................................  Gábor Garai
At Home in the World (tr. L. T . A ndrás).............................................Gábor Garai
A Man is Beaten Up (tr. Edwin M organ)................................................ Gábor Garai
Three Poems (tr. Daniel H offm an)..........................................................  Gábor Garai
In Hungarian (tr. Edwin M organ)..........................................................  Gábor Garai
W ith Lamp in Hand, Crazed Man in Concentration-Camp
(tr. Daniel Hoffman, Edwin M organ)...............................................Ágnes Gergely
Beneath Pannonia’s Sky, and Other Poems (tr. Thomas L and ).............Ágnes Gergely
Interview (tr. Jascha Kessler)..................................................................  Gábor Görgey
Anatomy of a Supper (tr. Jascha Kessler)............................................... Gábor Görgey
Flag in the Snow (tr. Edwin M organ)....................................................Magda Gutái
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)..........................................................................Anna Hajnal
Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffman) ................................................... ...............Anna Hajnal
Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ..................................................................Anna Hajnal
Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffman, Kenneth M cRobbie).................................Anna Hajnal
Bartók (tr. L. T. András) .........................................................................  Gyula Illyés
The Word of Music (tr. Ruth S u tte r) ..................................................... Gyula Illyés
The Maker (tr. Daniel H offm an)............................................................  Gyula Illyés
Two Poems (tr. Charles Tomlinson) .....................................................  Gyula Illyés
The Wonder Castle (tr. Kenneth McRobbie) ......................................  Gyula Illyés
Poems (tr. William Jay Smith) ..............................................................  Gyula Illyés
On Creation (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .....................................................  Gyula Illyés
A Wreath (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .......................................................... Gyula Illyés
Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith )...................................................................Gyula Illyés
Poems (tr. Edwin Morgan, Daniel H offm an).........................................István Jánosy
The Elegy of a Bronze Age Man (tr. Edwin M organ)...........................Zoltán Jékely
Thursday, the Day of Superstition (tr. Tamás Kabdebó)..................... Ferenc Juhász
The Force of the Flowers (excerpt, tr. Kenneth M cRobbie)...............Ferenc Juhász[_
Crown of Hatred and Love (tr. Kenneth McRobbie, Ilona Duczynska) . . Ferenc Juhász.
Homage to Karl Marx (tr. Kenneth M cRobbie)....................................Ferenc Juhász
Maiden and other poems (tr. Jascha Kessler)........................................Márton Kalász.
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).....................................................................László Kálnohy
Poems (tr. Éva Békássy).............................................................................. Amy Károlyi
The Third House (tr. Edwin Morgan)...................................................  Amy Károlyi
Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffman) ..................................................................  Amy Károlyi
No Gold and Laurel (tr. Edwin M organ)...............................................Lajos Kassák
My Poetry (tr. László T. A ndrás)..............................................................Lajos Kassák
Craftsmen, and Other Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)................................Lajos Kassák
Poems (tr. Edwin Morgan) ..................................................................... Lajos Kassák
So He Survives, A Clear A ccount.............................................................. G/ya Képes
Bakács Square (tr. Frederic W i l l ) .......................................................  Ágnes Keresztes
West Wind (tr. Ila E gon).................................................................. Dezső Keresztury
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).................................................................... István Kormos


















































Poems (tr. Alan D ixon).........................................................................  István Kormos
When All’s Said and Done (tr. Kenneth McRobbie) ...................... Mihály Ladányi
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)...................................................................Mihály Ladányi
Your Hundred Faces (tr. Daniel Hoffman, Laura S ch iff)................István Lakatos
Poems (tr. Herbert Kühner) ................................................................... András Mezei
Bartók and the Beasts of Prey (tr. Andrew Feldm ár)............................. László Nagy
Poems (tr. George MacBeth) ..................................................................  László Nagy
The Bliss of Sunday (tr. Edwin M organ)...............................................László Nagy
Poems (tr. Tony C onnor)........................................................................... László Nagy
Frosts are Coming (tr. Alan Dixon)............................................................László Nagy
Csontváry (tr. Kenneth McRobbie, George G öm öri).............................László Nagy
Love of the Scorching Wind (tr. Kenneth McRobbie, George Gömöri) . .  László Nagy
Poems (tr. Kenneth McRobbie, Tony C onnor).................................... László Nagy
Storm (tr. Ruth S u tter).......................................................................Ágnes Nemes-Nagy
Poems (tr. Daniel H offm an)............................................................Ágnes Nemes Nagy
Poems (tr. Alan D ixon).......................................................................Ágnes Nemes Nagy
Poems (tr. Bruce Berlind).....................................................................Ágnes Nemes Nagy
Akhenaton (tr. Tony C onnor)..........................................................Ágnes Nemes Nagy
Poems (tr. Dániel Hoffman) ...................................................................Imre Oravecz^
Gaiety and Good Heart (tr. Edwin M organ)........................................  Ottó Orbán
To be Poor (tr. Edwin M organ)..............................................................  Ottó Orbán
Poets, Concert (tr. William Jay S m ith )..................................................... Ottó Orbán
Chile, and other Poems (tr. Edwin M organ)............................................ Ottó Orbán
Canto (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ...................................................................Ottó Orbán
On the Death of the Poet László Nagy (tr. Alan D ixon)...................... Ottó Orbán
Poems (tr. Kenneth M cRobbie)........................................................Ödön Palasovszky
Three Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ..................................................... György Petri
Postscript (tr. Edwin M organ).............................................................. János Pilinszky
Apocryphal (excerpt, tr. E. M. Johnson).......................................... János Pilinszky
Cattle Brand and other poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ).................... János Pilinszky
Poems (tr. Ted Hughes) .......................................................................János Pilinszky
Poems (tr. Kenneth M cR obbie)..............................................................  György Rába
Poems (tr. Alan Dixon, Daniel H offm an)....................................................... Sándor Rákos
The Statue Says (tr. Ila E g o n )................................................................ György Rónay
The Teaching Staff Disbanded (tr. Michael Hamburger) ...............  György Rónay
Flood (tr. L. T. A ndrás)...................................................  István Simon
Rhapsody on Time (tr. Edwin M organ)............................................... István Simon
Instead of A Credo (tr. Ila E g o n )........................................ ...............György Somlyó
Tale About These and Those, Tale About the Morning and the
Evening (tr. Edwin M organ).............................................................. György Somlyó
Poems (tr. Daniel H offm an)................................................................... György Somlyó
Poems (tr. Alan Dixon) ......................................................................... Zoltán Sumonyi
Poems (tr. Edwin M organ).................................................................................... Lőrinc Szabó
Three Poems (tr. Kenneth M cR obbie)....................................................Margit Sgécsi
Poems (tr. Laura S ch iff) ........................................................................... Margit Szécsi
Judgement (tr. Laura Schiff)................................................................  Magda Székely
On the Sculpture of Henry Moore (tr. Ruth S u tte r) .........................Imre Takács
Together (tr. Thomas L a n d ) ................................................................... Gyula Takáts
Fragment to Hamlet, Koan Bel Canto (tr. Frederic W ill) ..................Dezső Tandori



















































“And Brief, Good Mother, for I Am in Haste”
(tr. Daniel Hoffman) ........................................................................... Dezső Tandori
Poems (tr. Kenneth M cR obbie)............................................................Dezső Tandori
If  God Loves Me, Timeless Time (tr. Frederic W i l l ) ...................... József Tornai
Mr. T. S. Eliot Cooking Pasta (tr. Richard W ilb u r) ........................ József Tornai
Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .............................................................. J°őőef  Tornai
The Silver Cadaver (tr. Alan Dixon) ...................................................József Tornai
To the Newborn (tr. Laura Schiff)................................................................. Judit Tóth
When She Starts to Undress (tr. Andrew Feldmár) ................................Mihály Váci
It is the Edge of Tears and Fainting (tr. Andrew Feldmár)........................ Mihály Váci
Before I Die (tr. Alan D ixon )..................................................................... Mihály Váci
The Most-Age (tr. Edwin M organ)........................................................ Mihály Váci
Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ............................................................Szabolcs Várady
The Via Appia (tr. L. T. A ndrás)..............................................................István Vas
Gods (tr. Donald Davie) ..............................................................................István Vas
Pest Elegy; It Doesn’t Count (tr. Edwin M organ)....................................István Vas
Poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .............................................................................István Vas
Boccherini’s Tomb (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .......................................................István Vas
The Grand Finale (tr. William Jay S m ith ) .........................................................István Vas
Nagyszombat 1704, and other poems (tr. William Jay S m ith ) ....................... István Vas
Three Poems (tr. Daniel H offm an)...................................................................... István Vas
Self-Portrait at Thirty (tr. Richard W ilb u r) ..........................................Miklós Veress
Internus (tr. Edwin M organ).................... ..............................................Sándor Weöres
The Seventh Garden, Monkey Country
(tr. Daniel Hoffman)............................................................................. Sándor Weöres
Le Journal (tr. Edwin M organ)............................................................  Sándor Weöres
Variations on the Themes of Little Boys (tr. William Jay Smith). .  Sándor Weöres
Under Abstract Skies (tr. Andrew Feldm ár)...............................................Zoltán Zelk
Poems (tr. Daniel Hoffman) ..................................................................... Zoltán Zelk
Poems (tr. Barbara H ow es)............................................................................Zoltán Zelk
By foreign poets
A P oem ...................................................................................... George Sorley Whittet

































A Chicken and a W o m an .........................................................................  Sándor Bródy
Trepov on the Dissecting Table ................................................................  Géza Csáth
House on the G rounds...................................................................Andor Endre Gelléri
D ru n k ................................................................................................. Andor Endre Gelléri
The House with the Red L am p ............................................................Sándor Hunyady
Omelette á W o b u rn ........................................................................... Dezső Kosztolányi
Hand Stand ...............................................................................................  Gyula Krúdy
Sindbad’s Autumn Journey ..........................................................................Gyula Krúdy











Angels of Little G ro v e .......................................................................  Zsigmond Móricz
Blood.................................................................................................................Károly Pap
Love in a Bottle ......................................................................................... Antal Szerb
See CULTURE, Sketches, Pre-war
Post-war short stories
Kázmér Rákóczi .................................................
Id y ll .........................................................................
The Dog ................................................................
Meeting the General ..........................................
A Precise Description of a Moment of Danger
The Lord Chamberlain ......................................
The Wanderer of the D e e p ...............................
Why are Hungarian Films so L ousy?.............
Nothing Simple ...................................................
Bottles and W o m en ............................................
LSD .......................................................................
Mud .......................................................................
A Gift from the S ta g ..........................................
The Family Hearth ............................................
The H o stag e .........................................................
To the End of Logic.............................................
The Flag — Mischievous T e x t ...........................
The Liar ..............................................................
Alone .....................................................................
Below Z e ro ............................................................
Alien in the V illage........... ...................................
I t ’s a Million Miles to Budapest......................
The B u lle t............................................................
Lights Elsewhere .................................................
Mother is D ressing.............................................
The Celtic Q u e e n ...............................................
The Nativity of the V irg in .............................
Class Struggle at Six a.m....................................
My Wife’s G am es...............................................
Gulliver the Second ............................................
Epilogue ................................................................
F e a r .........................................................................
The Lieutenant’s W ife ........................................
The Cow ard..........................................................
Room 2 1 2 ............................................................
Hungarian Lesson ...............................................
Encounter ............................................................
My Mother’s Deaths ........................................




Conditioned R eflex ...............................................
........................... Á r p á d  A j to n y
. ............................T a m á s  B á rá n y
.............................  E n d re  B irk á s
. .........................I v á n  B o ld izsá r
.................................A m b r u s  B o r
. ..............................  G y u la  C sák
. .............................. Is tv á n  C surka
................................I s tv á n  C surka
..............................Is tv á n  C surka
..............................Is tv á n  C surka
..............................Is tv á n  C su rka
............................. J ó z s e f  D a rv a s
................................  T ib o r  D é ry
.................................Im r e  D o b o zjy
................................ I s tv á n  E örsi
................................ I s tv á n  E ö rs i
...........................P éter E s te r h á z y
.............................. E n d re  Fejes
.................................J u d it  Fenákel
........................E rzsé b e t G a lg écz i
....................... E rzsé b e t G a lg écz i
........................E rzsé b e t G a lg éczi
........................E rzsé b e t G a lg écz i
....................  E rzsé b e t G a lg écz i
........................ E rzséb e t G a lg éczi
........................E rzsé b e t G a lg écz i
................................ I s tv á n  G á li
..............................E n d re  G erelyes
........................... M ik ló s  G y á r fá s
........................ G y u la  H e rn á d i
................................  E n d re  I l lé s
...................................E n d re  I llé s
................................... E n d re  I l lé s
................................... E n d re  Illé s
................................... E n d re  I llé s
................................  A n n a  Jóka i
.......................... l á s z l ó  K a m o n d y
........................... D e z s ő  K a p á s
.................... G yörgy G . K a rd o s
.......................  Ferenc K a r in th y
E m i l  K o lo zs v á r i G randp ierre  
E m i l  K o lo z s v á r i  G randp ierre  
E m i l  K o lo zs v á r i G randp ierre
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36/30-41
36 /4 5 - 5 4
33/75-81
35/2x0-214
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Jacob the M onkey ....................................
Now I ’m Really M e ................................
My Animal Stories ..................................
“Hohem” and “Freier” .........................
A Road is B u i l t ........................................
Morning at the C inem a...........................
Private L iv e s ..............................................
Girl from the Swimming P o o l ..............
The Kitchen Wall ....................................
The Furniture ..........................................
The Body Searcher .................................
Sempiternin ...............................................
Ossa Sepia .................................................
S crap e ..........................................................
Report on Five M ic e ...............................
The Falcons ...............................................
The Invincible E leven .............................
On the Train .............................................
The Wolves and the Lamb ..................
The H o u se .................................................
On the Embankment .............................
No Pardon .................................................
The Hundred and Thirty-Seventh Psalm
One-Minute Stories .................................
One-Monute S tories.................................
Memoirs of a P u d d le ...............................
One-minutes Stories ...............................
Promise, Darling! ....................................
My Name is Daniló ..................................




God in the W agon ....................................
The Initiation ..........................................
Three Short Stories ...............................
A Splendid D a y ........................................ .
The Squirrel...............................................
W ith my Father at the G am e................
The Ward .................................................
Everything Is as It Used to B e ................
At the Bus Stop ......................................
The Glory of Pál F ek e te .........................
God’s Creatures ........................................
Sunday Mass ............................................
The P o les ...................................................
Smiling Bacchus........................................
In a New H ouse........................................
The Coral-Coloured F ia t ...........................









5 i / l  11—116
74/35-43
68/66-71
L a jos M es terh á z i 48/116-128
L a jo s  M esterh á zi 56/102-133
L a jo s  M e s terh á z i 75/77-84
. M ik ló s  M é szö ly 3 1 / H I - 1 3 7
, M ik ló s  M é szö ly 4 0 /8 3 -III
G yörgy M o ldova 24/50-69
M ik ló s  M u nkácsi 58/79-84
9/105-108
7 2 / 1 1 4 - H 9
I/50-67
. Is tv á n  Ö rkén y 17/218-220
26/131-139
29/58-65
, . Lstván  Ö rkén y 35/67-74
50/120-125
. I s tv á n  Ö rkén y 74/75-82
52/62-68
66/124-131
E r v in  R a d v á n y i 31/138-142
. G ergely Rákosy 18/104-121
. G ergely Rákosy 63/107-116




A n d r á s  S im o n jfy 57/78-82
16/120-130
68/72-84








K á ro ly  S z a k o n y i 4/163-173
. K á r o ly  S z a k o n y i 71/97-104
33/66-75
Sketches 65
Nocturnal Acquaintance ................................................................................ Imre Szás^_
The Covered Wagon ..................................................................................  Imre Szász.
The Ice-Flower Bridegroom...........................................................................Aron Tamási
Orderly Resurrection......................................................................................Áron Tamási
The M essenger............................................................................................. Áron Tamási
In the Lion’s M a w .......................................................................................Gábor Tburzó
The Limits of Compassion..........................................................................Gábor Thurso
The Dance .................................................................................................  Miklós Vámos
Ill-Mannered P eo p le ......... .................................................................. Mihály Várkonyi
St. Stephen’s Day ......................................................................................  Péter Veres
Genesis; A Long D a y ..................................................................................... Péter Veres














Uncle Jakab .................................................................................................  L á s z ló  Bóka
Cold Days .................................................................................................  T ib o r  Cseres
Mr. G. A. in X .................................................................................................. T ib o r  D é ry
The Excommunicator.....................................................................................  T ib o r  D é ry
Cher Beau-Pére .............................................................................................  T ib o r  D é ry
The Third D a y ........................................................................................... Im r e  D o b o zjy
Solitary Voyage ......................................................................................... G ábor G oda
The End of the S to ry ........................................................................... G yörgy G . K ardos
Epepe.......................................................................................................... Ferenc K a r in th y
The V isito r....................................................................................................G yörgy K o m á d
Hammersmith ...........................................................................................  J ó zs e f Lengyel
Back to Base ...............................................................................................  P éter  D n g y e l
One Brief Moment ................................................................................  György Nemes
Twenty H o u rs ................................................................................................Ferenc Sánta
Shadow Play (with an introduction by the au th o r)............................. G yörgy Som lyó
















15/4 5 -6 1
SKETCHES
Pre-war
Short Stories, Sketches and Chapter of a Novel
Post-war
Little Fish — Big F is h ......................................
Variations on a Current T h e m e ......................
As Like as Two P e a s ..........................................
On New Year’s E v e ..........................................
Small Change .......................................................
Three Sketches ...................................................
The C u rse ..............................................................
From a Journalist’s Notebook .........................













Fall Guy for Tonight (parts)....................................................................... István Csurka
Fire at Dawn (first a c t ) ................................................................................József Darvas
Hamlet was Wrong (first a c t) ...................................................................Margit Caspar
Afternoon Tea (a one-act p lay ).................................................................. Gábor Görgey
Elektra, My Love (three scenes).............................................................. László Gyurkó
Fourierland (a one-act play).....................................................................Gyula Hernádi
Crocodile Eaters (a one-act p lay ).............................................................. Hubay Miklós
School for Genius (a one-act play) ..........................................................Miklós Hubay
The Games of the Beast (parts)................................................................ Miklós Hubay
The Sand-Glass (first act and a scene from the third a c t) ...........................Endre Illés
The Favourite (first a c t) ................................................................................Gyula Illyés
The Favourite (second and third acts) ........................................................Gyula Illyés
The Bösendorfer (a one-act play)............................................................Ferenc Karinthy
The Prime of Life (parts).......................................................................Lajos Mesterházi
The Window-Cleaner (parts)................................................................... Miklós Mészöly
The Tót Family (excerpt)........................................................................... István Örkény
Catsplay (full tex t)...................................................................................... István Örkény
Blood Relations (full tex t)......................................................................... István Örkény
My Very Sole Serf (part of a play in two ac ts)........................................ Sarolta Rajfai
Break in Transmission (Act I I ) ................................................................ Károly Szakonyi
The Last Adventure of Don Quixote (part) ...............................................Endre Vészi
Radio play
A True Legend .............................................................................................  György Sós
Libretti
Original Libretti for two Stage Compositions of Bartók’s :
The Miraculous M andarin .............................................................. Menyhért Lengyel
The Wooden Prince .............................................................................. Béla Balázs
Three Cups of Tea (C’est la guerre!).
Text of a New One-Act O p e ra ..........................................................Miklós Hubay
(The beginning of the score, composed by Emil Petrovics, 
is reproduced in a special supplement to this issue)
Film script
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N O N -F IC T IO N
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
Old
The Sickness and Death of the Prince Kelemen Mikes 9/79-82
Journals, Essays 67
20th century
A Scene from the Inferno (from an autobiographical novel)................Aurél Bernáth
A Generation of Survivors (a conversation with Iván Boldizsár) . . . .  Vilmos Faragó 
No Verdict (excerpts from an autobiography)........................................  Tibor Déry
O rigins...............................................................................................................Tibor Déry
Report to my D octo r...................................................................................... Tibor Déry
Reflections at Sixty .................................................................................... János Kádár
From My Childhood (chapter of an autobiography).........................Catherine Károlyi
Childhood in H u n g ary ....................................................................... Catherine Károlyi
The Life of a Man ..................................................................................  Lajos Kassák













Tibor Déry 45/141-148 
Tibor Déry 53/102-108
One Day’s Flotsam ..............
Dipping my Pen into the Sea
ESSAYS
On the business o f the writer
World Peace — World Literature
In an Atmosphere of H um an ity ...........................
W hat I Brought Home from a Writers’ Congress
A Coherent F u tu re ...................................................
The Use of W r it in g ...............................................
The Business of W rite rs ..........................................
Literature in a Changing Society
The Writer in the Community...........................
Creative D iscontents..........................................
Three Letters........................................................
Intellect and Violence ............................................
Let’s Make it T ogether........................................
. .  . .  Leonhard Frank, Zoltán Fáhn, 
Wolfgang Koeppen, Arnold Zweig, 







.................................  György Aczél
Tibor Déry, Cyula Illyés, Zoltán Zelk
...................................  Gyula Illyés
.................................... Péter Rényi
On the writer and his audience
If  I were Young T o d ay ..............................................................................László Németh
The Writer and His Audience .............................................................. Arthur Miller
The Writer’s Presence .............................................................................. Géza. Hegedűs
I/201-204
9 / 3 -1 3

















Eighteenth Century Hungary through British E yes............................... C. F. Cushing
An Eighteenth-Century Swedish Traveller in H ungary ....................Zsuzsa Koroknai
At Lake Balaton in 1 8 1 4 .........................................................................  Gábor Lipták
John Paget’s Lake B alaton ............................. .........................................  Gábor Lipták
A Hunting Party at E isenstadt................................................................ Bertha Gaster
A Leap Backwards: Leslie Stephen in Transylvania...............................  Tibor Frank
Hungarians abroad
The London of Márton Csom bor..........................................................Martin Holmes
A Transylvanian Unitarian O verseas..........................................................István Gál
Sándor Bölöni Farkas, an Early Hungarian Traveller












"Tihany Antique” (wit 
The Budapest Days of t 
Hungarian Notebook 
First Visit to Hungary 
A Budapest Log-book
Continental Europe
Our Days at the Michael Károlyi Foundation 
(Diary Fragments in the Vieux Mas) . . . . .







. Tamás Ungvári 15/123-129
16/159-166
■orge Sorley Whittet i 9/ i2 9- i 33
Maurice Goldsmith 69/123-129
14/73-85
















Elementary Americanology ................................................................... Iván Boldizsár
New York Minute by Minute (part III of an American diary)......... Iván Boldizsár
A Taste of Texas (part IV of an American d ia ry )........................... .... Iván Boldizsár
Two More Days in Dallas (part V  of an American d ia ry )............... Iván Boldizsár
Danube and Hudson (part VI of an American d ia ry ) .........................Iván Boldizsár
A Day for Modern Art (part VII of an American d ia ry ) ..................... Iván Boldizsár
California Revisited.................................................................................. László Országi
The Square and the C ircu s ....................................................................... Miklós Vajda
A Day in Harlem (Parts I and II) ..................................................... Iván Boldizsár
A Day at Edmund Wilson’s ...................... .......................................  Iván Boldizsár
Waiting for the Mayflower Bus ................................................. ...............Imre Szász,















Australia the Hard Way (a book by Kázmér N agy).............................Rudolf Fischer
Canadian M osaic.................................................................................. Lajos Korolovszky
Indian P a le tte ..................................................................................................Féter Nagy
Short Passage to In d ia .................................................................................. Ottó Orbán
Between Edo and T o k y o ..................................................................... Lajos Korolovszky
Travel Notes from Jap an ............................................................ ...............Endre Gömöri
Mexico — The Fiction and the R ea lity ...............................................László Passuth
Where the Centuries Meet (First Impressions
and Second Thoughts from a Latin American D ia ry ).................. Iván Boldizsár
Twenty Thousand Miles in the Third W o r ld ...................................... István Szabó
65/162-164
60/179-180











Roman Art in H ungary ..................................................................... László Castiglione
“The Art of the Nomads” (a monograph by Gyula László)..............Dominique Árban
Hungarian Art in the Age of St. S tephen.............................................Dezső Dercse'nyi
The Early Centuries of Hungarian A r t ...............................................Dezső Dercsényi
Art of the Renaissance Period in Hungary (with illustrations) . . . . .  Zsuzsa Urbach
Wealthy Patrons of the Hungarian Renaissance ................................. Jolán Balogh
The Age of Classicism and Romanticism (on a book by Anna Zádor) . .  Lajos Németh
Walter Crane in Hungary ............................................................................István Gál
Hungarian Art at the Crossroads............................................................ György Szabó
Three Books on Art and Artists  ........................................................Éva Forgács














The Christian Museum in Esztergom
(with two coloured p la tes)................................................................ D e zs ő  D ercsényi
Treasures of Sacred A r t ........................................................................... K a ta l in  D á v id
Icons from Serbian Churches in Hungary (with illustrations)..............A n ik ó  F a lu d y
Art critics and historians
Ernő Kállai: Art Critic of a Changing Age ..........................................  É v a  Forgács
The 95 Years of the Art Historian Károly L y k a ......................................P eter  R u f fy
The Legacy of Frigyes A n ta l .................................................................. Z o ltá n  H a lá sz^
Miscellaneous art criticism
Identities Established (New Acquisitions on Show
at Budapest Museum of Fine A rts ) ...................................................László Passuth
Ninth National Exhibition of Hungarian Fine A rts ............................. Ákos Koczpgh
Two Exhibitions in Budapest (Ferenc Martyn and János Perez) . . . .  Ákos Koczogh
An English Art Lover Visits H ungary .................................................]. H. B. Beal
Studio 6 6 ....................................................................................................................... Éva Körner
The Paris Exhibition of Hungarian A r t .................................................Géza Perneczky
Recent Exhibitions ..................................................................................  Lajos Németh
A Hungarian Exhibition in London ................ Nikolaus Pevsner, Iván Boldizsár
The 1968 S a lo n ...............................................................................   Lajos Németh
Current Exhibitions (Dezső Bokros Birman and Margit Anna) . . . .  Lajos Németh
Current Exhibitions ..................................................................................  Lajos Németh
Hungarian Art 1945-1969 Exhibition in the Museum
of Applied A r t ................................................................................ Lajos Németh
Three Exhibitions
(Béla Kondor, Erzsébet Schaár, Piroska S zántó)....................................Imre Patkó
Modern Hungarian Artists Living A broad.................................... Krisztina Passuth
The 1971 “Salon” ....................................................................................  Lajos Németh
Hungarian Variations on Grand Art, Op Art and Pop A r t .............. Gyula Rózsa
Studio 72 — Exhibition of Young A rtis ts ...............................................Zoltán Nagy
Paintings, Mosaics, Textiles............................................................. Lajos Németh
Eleven Young Artists (Daniela Bikácsi, Mari Ecsedi, Imre Kovács,
László Kovács, Tamás Kovács, Berta Mayer, Benedek Nagy, Ferenc
Pataki, Robert Swierkiewicz, Péter Újházi, András Végh)................Józ§ej  Vadas
A Thirty Years Retrospective; The Károlyi Memorial ..................  György Horváth
Naive — Avantgarde — Pop
(István Pekáry, Oszkár Papp, Elena Kozovsky, András Orvos, Dezső
Váli, László Fekete) .................. .............................................................János Frank
Six Exhibitions, Eight Artists
(Viola Berki, Dóra Maurer, József Fürst, Mihály Schéner, Tibor Vilt,
János Kass, Gyula Gulyás, János F a jó ) ......................................János Frank-Z. N.
Ninety-three Artists (János Frank: Speaking S tud ios)...........................Ildikó Nagy
From Paintings to Jewels
(Tivadar Wanyek, László Kontraszty, Árpád Illés, Tibor Gáyor,
Éva Barta, and Klára Preiser)...................................................................János Frank
From Linocuts to Tapestry (Piroska Széky, Imre Veszprémi,

































Paintings, Frescoes, Terrazzos (Lajos Sváby, Eszter Mattioni, Jenő Medveczky,
János Miklós Kádár),................................................................................Mária Illyés
Around the Galleries (Margit Anna, György Szemadám, Vladimir Péter,
István Haraszty, Erzsébet U dvardi)...................... ' ............................... János Frank
Charm, Irony, Drama (Dezső Kornis, András Miklós,
Margit Gerle, Mária Lugossy)........... .................................................... János Frank
Mystery and Hyperrealism (Zoltán Bohus, Mária Flóra Zoltán,
György Román, Márton V áró ).............................................................. János Frank
From Geometry to Fantastic Visions (István Nádler, Gábor Karátson,
Aladár Alm ásy).........................................................................................Zoltán Nagy
The Fascination of the Garden (Miklós Borsos, László Bartha) . . . .  Julianna P. Szűcs 
Exhibitions of the Young and of the Not-So-Young
Outside the Academy......................................................................................... J. F.
Inside the Studio ................................................................................ András Székely
Arts education
Development of Appreciation in Broadcasting........................................ Imre Surányi
Arts Education of the Y oung...................................................................Balázs Vargha













Michelangelo, from one Centenary to A no ther...........................  Charles de Tolnay
History of the Spanish Collection in the Budapest Museum
of Fine A r ts .........................................................................................Marianne Takács
Fifth International Congress on Turkish Arts in Budapest.................... Géza Fehér
Japanese Art in H ungary ......................................................................... László Ferenczjy
The 1964 Venice Biennale.............................................................. Rosa Maria Carless









Victor Vasarely 36/77-84 
. József Vadas 67/198-200
The Sources of Order and Beauty 
Nature, Vision and Creation . .
IN  HUNGARY
Symbolism and Surrealism in Modern Hungarian A r t .........................Lajos Németh
Western European Painting and Contemporary Hungarian Art . . . .  Judit Szabadi 






On the Trail of an Old Hungarian M a s te r ........................................ Miklós Boskovits
The Art of Master M.S. (Miklós Mojzer).................................................János Végh
The Nativity in Hungarian Mediaeval P ain ting ................................. Dénes Radocsay
Franz Anton M aulbertsch.........................................................................  Klára Caras
India’s Hungarian P ain ter......................................................................... István Genthon
The Art of Master M. S. (a book by Miklós M ojzer)........................... János Végh
See SCIENCE, Ethnography, Peasant art, Individual fields
Pre-war
Schools
Hungarian A ctivism ............................................................................................... Z .  N .
Two Activists in the Hungarian National Gallery
(Sándor Bortnyik, Béla Uitz) ................................................................ Z o ltá n  N a g y
The Iconography of Hungarian Art Nouveau............................. .. . . .  J u d i t  S za b a d i
The Colony of Artists at G ödöllő..........................................................K a ta l in  K eserű
Hungarian Postimpressionism (The Nagybánya School).........................I ld ik ó  N a g y
The Post-Impressionists of the “Gresham Café” ......................................Lajos N ém eth
Looking Back at the “European School” ............................................... Z o ltá n  N a g y
Forty Years of Painting at Szentendre................................................... L a jo s  N ém eth
Rise and Fall of the Szentendre School................................................. L a jos N ém e th
The Szentendre School ..............................................................................E n d re  B á l in t
P a in te rs
Death of a Painter (passages of a d ia ry )......... ........................................... Im re  A m o s
Tivadar Csontváry......................................................................................... Lajos N ém e th
Csontváry ........................................................................................................  H a n s  H ess
Gyula Derkovits.................................................................................... G ábor Ö .  P ogány
The Paintings of Derkovits — A Memorial Exhibition ........................ J ú l ia  S za b ó
The Young Years of M oholy-Nagy..........................................................L á s z ló  P é ter
The Beginnings of László Moholy-Nagy
Early Portrait-Sketches........................................................................... K a ta l in  K eserű
An Unknown Correspondance............................................................................. J ú l ia  S za b ó
Painter on the Defensive: Lajos Vajda ..................................................... É v a  K ö rn e r
The Search for the Archetypal Form (Lajos Vajda’s paintings)............E n d re  B á l in t
Lajos Vajda’s Psycho-Realism................................................................................. Já n o s  F rank
Post-war criticism
Comprehensive
A  Bookshelf-Gallery of Modern Hungarian P a in tin g ........................... Gábor Vályi
Two Exhibitions (János Orosz and Piroska Szántó) ...........................Géza Perneczky
Magic Naturalism .................................................................................... Judit Szabadi
Current Exhibitions ................................................................................  Lajos Németh
Two Exhibitions (Jenő Gadányi and Géza Bene)......... ................... Lajos Kerékgyártó





































Five Budapest Exhibitions (Marianne Dér, Ádám Farkas,
György Kiss, Adalbert B. Riez, and Ildikó Várnagy)..................György Horváth
Recent Exhibitions (Miklós Göllner, Vladimir Szabó, Ignác Kokas,
Marianne Gábor, Tibor Eisenmayer)..................................................... Zoltán Nagy
A Tour of Five Art Galleries (Enikő Szőllősy, Imre Szemethy, Ákos Birkás,
Iván Szkok, Gusztáv S ik u ta ) ................................................................ János Frank
A Generation of Seventy-Year-Olds (Menyhért Tóth, György Kohán,
Jenő Benedek)...........................................................................................  Mária Illyés
From Iris Print to Idols (Tamás Hencze, Imre Bak, Pál V eress).............János Frank
Aurél Bernáth’s and Vilmos Perlrott-Csaba’s P ain tings........................... Mária Illyés
Four Painters (Daniela Bikácsi, Ernő Kunt, Ildikó Simsay,
Gábor Záborszky)................................................................................................. György Horváth
Painting ’77 .........................................   Jázsef Vadas
Individual painters
The Dreamworld of Margit A n n a .......................................................................Katalin Perényi
Endre Bálint’s P ain ting ......................................................................... Krisztina Passuth
Endre Bálint’s E xhib ition ................................................................  Krisztina Passuth
A Nostalgic Surrealist (Endre B álin t).....................................................................Judit Szabadi
My Art ..........................................................................................................Jenő Barcsay
Jenő Barcsay’s A r t ...................................................................................................... István Centhon
László Bartha’s Painting .......................................................................  Gábor Ö. Pogány
The Transformations of a Painter (László Bartha’s exhibition)........... György Horváth
Aurél Bernáth, the Painter....................................................................... István Genthon
The Qiuvre of Aurél Bernáth ............................... ................................ Lajos Németh
Béla Czóbel —• Hungarian Painter in Paris.............................................Dénes Pataky
The Art of Béla C z ó b e l......... ...............................................................  Lajos Németh
Béla Czóbel at Ninety ..................................................................................János Frank
Rudolf Diener-Dénes..............................................................................Franfois Cachot
Endre Domanovszky’s Art ................................................................  Zsuzsa D. Fehér
New Work by Endre Domanovszky........................................................................György Horváth
József E gry ........... ........................................................................................Sándor Láncg
József Egry Retrospective .....................................................................  Lajos Németh
István Farkas, A Pessimist C olourist........................................................ Éva Bajkai
István Farkas, Painter of Destiny ..........................................................J°Zéej  Vadas
The “Flower Book” of Béni Ferenczy..................................................... János Frank
Jenő Gadányi, the Pain ter........................................................................... Éva Körner
The Unfaithful Faithfulness of Jenő Gadányi ....................................Iván Dévényi
Margit G ráber.................... ......................................... ............................György Horváth
Elek Győri, a Peasant P a in te r ............................................................ Katalin S. Nagy
Tibor Helényi’s Barbaric Geometry ........................................................János Frank
Árpád Illés—an Expressive Surrealist.................................................István Kerékgyártó
In Memóriám Lajos Kassák
From Odd Job Tramp to Avant-Garde A r t is t .........................Ágnes Nemes Nagy
Kassák the Painter—in Theory and Practice ......................................Éva Körner
Kassák in the Museum ...................... ....................................................... Csaba Sík
Lajos Kassák Memorial Museum in Old B u d a ........................................ Éva Forgács
One-man Show of György Kepes in B udapest........................................ Máté Major
The Painter and the Tombstones (Ilona K eserű)....................................László Beke












































Béla Kondor, the Painter ....................................................................... Giza Perneczky
Béla Kondor Memorial Exhibition at T ih a n y ........................................ Lajos Nemeth
A Stubborn Abstract Painter (Dezső Korniss)........................................ Éva Körner
Anna Lesznai’s P a in ting ........................................................................... Judit Szabadi
Tamás Lossonczy: a Retrospective .......................................................... Éva Forgács
Ferenc Martyn’s A rt........................................................................................ Éva Hárs
Ferenc Martyn — Descendant of Crusaders......................................István Kerékgyártó
The Jenő Medveczky Memorial Exhibition ............................................ Zoltán Nagy
Moholy-Nagy Exhibition in Buda C astle ............................................ Piter Sinkovits
The Works of the Painter Imre N ag y ................................................... György Horváth
The István Nagy Memorial Exhibition ...................................................Zoltán Nagy
Desiderius Orbán, a Hungarian-Australian P a in te r ............................. Iván Dévényi
Painter of Perpetual Change (János O rosz)...............................................János Frank
Lili Országh’s Paintings............................................................................Lajos Németh
The Art of Lili O rszág ............................................................................ Lajos Németh
Elemér Polony’s Exhibition in Budapest.................................................István Solymár
Lajos Sváby — A Merciless P ain te r.....................................................................Z. N.
Piroska Szántó, a Painter of Metamorphoses.......................................... Éva Körner
István Szőnyi ............................................................................................... Dénes Pataky
Erzsébet Udvardi’s Paintings in a Chapel ............................................  Ottó Mezei
The Art of Béla Uitz .............................................................................. Lajos Németh
The Ludd'te Etchings of Béla U i t z ........................................................ Zoltán Nagy
A Lyric Painter (Júlia V ajda).....................................................................Zoltán Nagy
Victor Vasarely ...........................................................................................  Csaba Sík
Vasarely Revisited ....................................................................................... Ottó Mezei
W ith Vasarely, at Annes-sur-Marne ........................................................János Egri
The Paintings of Pál Veress..............................................................................Béla Szíj
Idols (The art of Pál Veress).............................................................. István Kerékgyártó
A Hungarian Cubist in Paris—Béla V örös...............................................Iván Dévényi
































A Stroll through the Carpaccio Exhibition in V enice.............................A n n a  Z á d o r
Contemplating the “Mona Lisa” ............................................................ M ik ló s  Borsos
An Adventurous Journey from Budapest to London with Two Goyas . . A gnes Fedor
Exhibition of “Contemporary British Painting” ....................................Já n o s  F rank
Picasso’s Apocryphal Statement Exposed as a Forgery...................... E r n ő  M ih á ly fi
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MINIATURES
Illuminated Manuscripts .....................................................................  M á r ia  A g g h á z y
Turkish Miniatures of H ungary ............................................................ N á n d o r  P a rá d i






Rembrandt Graphics in B udapest....................................
“Secession” in Graphic Art ............................................
Set Down in Black and W h ite ...................... .................
Young Graphic Artists (Margit Bállá, György Kemény,
Tibor Helényi, Károly Schmal) .................................
Three Graphic Artists—Győző Somogyi, Tamás Kovács,
Árpád Szabados.......................................... . .................
György
Recent Exhibitions — Arnold G ross...............................
“Kaján” — Tibor Kaján, Cartoonist.................................
Artist Speaking — Lajos Szalay......................................
Vertés ..................................................................................




. Zoltán Nagy 
Gábor Tolnai 
Péter Sinkovits 














Hungarian Poster A r t ................................................................................Ernő Mihályfi
Murals in the S tre e t..................................................................................  J°ZIeJ  Vadas
The Art of the Streets (György Konecsni).................................................János Frank






Stamps Designs by Éva Zombory 
Adoring S tam p s.........................
György Domanovszky 54/185-187 
........... Endre Illés 54/187-188
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography — Eye-Witness of the Era...................................................Jean A. Keim
Sociology of the Photographic Im age.................................................Enrico Fulchignoni
Photo/Art (In the Hatvan M useum )..........................................................Zoltán Nagy
Hungary Today — Photographs from an Exhibition.....................................................
Sándor Bojár’s Snapshots of History .................................................................. ..
My Friend Capa .................................................................................... György Markos
Photo-variations on Bluebeard’s C astle......................  Károly Gink, Dezső Keresztury
The Fantastic World of Photographer K lösz ........... .............................. Gyula Maár
Poet and Photographer at Lake Balaton
(Gyula Illyés and János Reismann)......................................................... Imre Szász.












A Master Cameraman’s Insight into a Personal Budapest
(János Reismann)......................................................................................  Thomas Land
An Unusual Picture Book (“The Balaton and its Environs”
by Dezső Keresztury and Károly Szelényi)..........................................  Csaba Sík







Excavating Gothic Sculpture at Buda C astle .......................................... László Zolnay
Pre-war
Ferenc Medgyessy, the S cu lp to r............................................................ Gábor Vályi
Post-war criticism
Comprehensive
Art in Public Ownership 1945-1975 ........................................................Zoltán Nagy
Obituary for Three Sculptors: Jenő Kerényi, Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl,
Erzsébet S chaár............................................  Géza Csorba, József Vadas, Csaba Sík
Walls and Figures (Erzsébet Schaár, Tibor V i l t ) ....................................Zoltán Nagy
National Sculpture Exhibition, 1978 .....................................................  Mária Illyés
Open-air Sculpture W orkshops..................................................................Ede Tarbay
I n d iv id u a l  scu lp tors
From Pictures to Objects (Endre B álin t)................................................. Z o ltá n  N a g y
Miklós Borsos, the S cu lp to r.................................................................................... Is tv á n  G en thon
Reality and Myth—the new sculpture of Miklós Borsos.................... G é za  P erneczky
W ith Borsos at Tihany (interview )........................................................ B ertha  G aster
Miklós Borsos at Seventy .................................................................V ik tó r ia  L .  K o vá sg n a i
Béni Ferenczy............................................................................................................. I s tv á n  G en thon
Zoltán Kemény .............................................................................................  C saba S ík
Ilona Keserű’s Aerial Landscapes.............................................................. Z o ltá n  N a g y
The Sculpture of András Kiss N a g y ..........................................................I ld ik ó  N a g y
Agamemnon Makris in the Hungarian National G allery ..................M ik ló s  H u b a y
Carving Light Rays (László Paizs) ..........................................................Já n o s  F ra n k
Pál Pátzay’s Retrospective ................................................................... G yörgy  H o rv á th
In Search of a Synthesis (Erzsébet Schaár)...............................................É v a  K ö rn e r
The Sculpture Art of József Somogyi...................................... ............ G yörgy  H o rv á th
Amerigo Tot ...............................................................................................  M á té  M a jo r
Movement and Space: the Sculpture of Tibor V i l t .............................  É v a  K ö rn e r
Sculptures in Glass (Tibor V ilt)............................................................G é z a  P e rn ec zky



























Sculpture o f public squares
The Sculpture of Public Squares.............................................................. Zoltán Nagy
The Art of Streets and Squares................................................................ Katalin Keserű





Italian Renaissance and Baroque Small Bronzes............................. Mária G. Agghdzjy
Three Pietás ...............................................................................................  Miklós Borsos
Italian Sculpture at the Budapest Museum of Fine A r ts ...................... Jolán Balogh
Notes on Henry Moore ......................................................................... Miklós Borsos







The Second International Biennale of Small Sculpture.........................Lajos Nemeth
Small Sculpture in P é c s ............................................................................. János Frank





The Gothic Bone Saddles of Emperor Sigismund László Farr 12/187-189
METALWORK
The Art of the Medal .............................................................................. Mária Illyés
King David Leaping and D ancing..................................................... Edith B. Thomas
Metalcrafts at the Time of the Hungarian Conquest...........................István Dienes
A Twelfth-Century Royal Tomb ............................................................ Éva Kovács
Medals and Metals (Erika Ligeti, Tamás F ekete)................................. Zoltán Nagy
Working in Metals (The Art of János P erez)............................................ Rezső Szíj








Two Potters (Zsuzsa Morvay, István Gádor) ........................................János Frank
The Ceramics of István G ádor.................................................Ilona Fataky-Brestyánszjy
The Art of the Functional: Géza Gorka, P o t t « ................................... Ákos Koczogh
The Art of Margit Kovács ..................................................................... Ákos Koczogh
Margit Kovács in Szentendre.......................................... ................... György Horváth
Imre Schrammel— An Obstinate Ceramist.......................................... Hedvig Dvorszjy









Oriental Carpets in the Christian M useum .......................................... Károly Gombos
Meandering Rivers of A r t .....................................................................Giza Perneczky
Miniature Textiles ....................................................................................  János Frank
A Revival in Textile Art (Irén Body, Irén Balázs, Marianne Szabó,
Zsuzsa Szenes, Margit Szilvitzky) ..................................................... János Frank
Three Young Textile Designers (Zsuzsa Péreli, Lujza Gecser, Anna Szilasi) . .  . J. F.
Noémi Ferenczy, Artist of Tapestry ..........................................................Éva Kovács









The Glass Collection of the Budapest Museum of Applied Arts . . . .  Imre Katona
Thoughts on a New Branch of A r t ............................................................Piter Rinyi
Design for Everyday Living ................................................................  György Rizsa
Art and Industry ...........................................................................................Zoltán Nagy









Theory and Practice in Architecture ..........................
“The Style of Truth” and the Truth of S ty le .........
Ancient Buildings and Modern A rchitecture...........
History
Hungarian Architecture Through the A ges................
Renaissance North of the Alps (Rózsa Feuer-Tóth)
An Architect’s View of Budapest.................................
How Pest-Buda Became Budapest ...............................
An Austrian Architect in Hungary: Melchior Hefele 
Mihály Pollack, Architect of Hungarian Classicism
(Review of Anna Zádor’s monograph)....................
Romantic Architecture in Budapest.............................
Art Nouveau in Hungarian Architecture..................
Károly Kós, a Hungarian Uomo Universale..............
Thirty Years of Hungarian Architecture ....................
Impression of Hungarian Building...............................
. Máti Major 42/85-90 
. Máti Major 22/57—65 
Miklós Horler 46/116-124
. . .  László Gerő 
. . .  János Vigh 
. Pál Granasztii 
. . . László Gerő 
, . .  Anna Zádor
. . László Borsos 
. Dines Komárik 
. . . László Gerő 
. .  . Máti Major 













See POLITICS, Domestic policy, Churches; SCIENCE, Ethnography, Peasant art, Individual fields; 
CULTURE, Preservation of monuments, Hungary
Town Planning 79
Industrial architecture
Matter and Form in Hungarian Industrial Architecture......................... Máté Major
The New Budapest Southern Railway S ta tio n ......................................György Kővári
Gardens
The English Garden in H ungary .............................................................. Anna Záior
ABROAD
An Early Masterpiece by Mies van der R o h e .......................................... Anna Záior
T O W N  PLA N N IN G
HUNGARY
Budapest
From the Budapest Archives ...................................... ............................József Szekeres
The Centenary of Budapest...................................................................Lajos Mesterházi
Budapest in 1 9 6 7 ......................................................................................... Zoltán Halász.
Currents of the Metropolis ....................................................................... Iván Vitányi
Inside Budapest ........................................................................................  Zoltán Halász.
City Planning in B udapest......................................................................... Károly Polonyi
The Construction of the New Budapest U nderground...................... Károly Széchy
See SCIENCE, Sociology, Descriptive, Between peasantry and working class
Other towns
Old and New Hungarian T o w n s ..........................................................György Markos
Sixcentenary of D ebrecen....................................................................... László Passuth
Town Planning at Szeged ....................................................................... Károly Perezel
Alba Regia in the Age of Electronics..................................................... Zoltán Halász.
Dunaújváros....................................................................................................János Bont a
The Adolescence of a Town (Kazincbarcika)........................................ Iván Boldizsár
Housing
The Place I Live I n ..................................................................................  Vilmos Faragó
The Regrets of Progress..............................................................................Júlia Juhász
ABROAD
A Budapest Meeting of European M ayors........................................ Zoltán Szépvölgyi























PRESERVATION OF M O N U M E N T S
HUNGARY
Books on Hungarian Monuments and Works of A r t ...........................Anna Zádor
Preserving the Architectural P a s t ..........................................................Dezső Dercsényi
The Harmony of Old and N ew ............................................................Nikolaus Pevsner
Protected Urban Areas .................. - ............................................................László Gerő
Protection of Historical M onum ents.................................................Dezső Dercsényi
See SCIENCE, Ethnography, Peasant art, Individual fields
Individual monuments, etc.
A fortified Roman Praetorian Palace in A quincum ................................. Já n o s  S z i lá g y i
Excavations in Buda Castle.......................................................................L á s z ló  G erevich
The Medieval Great Synagogue of B uda .................................................L á s z ló  Z o ln a y
The New Buda Castle ................................................................................  M á té  M a jo r
The Rebirth of the Castle Theatre in Buda ......................................G yörgy K r i s g t
Hilton Hotel and Hungarian H is to ry ................................................... J á n o s  S e d lm a yr
The Medieval Royal Chapel of Esztergom...............................................L á s z ló  Z o ln a y
The New Excavations in Esztergom..........................................................Em ese N a g y
Gorsium...............................................................................................................J en ő  F i t z ,
Roman Relics in Pécs (Sopianae).............................................................. Ferenc F ü lep
The Survival of an Early Christian Chapel at P é c s .........................................  Ferenc F ü lep
The Reconstruction of the Castle of Sim ontornya ...................................... M ik ló s  H o r le r
Sopron’s Modern Ancient H isto ry .........................................................................D e z s ő  D ercsényi
Jupiter the Urbanist (Szombathely)..........................................................G y u la  A n ta l f f y
The Temple of Isis at Szombathely............................................... T ih a m é r  S zen tlé leky






















A BRO A D
Among English Historical M onum ents...................................................Anna Zádor 17/179-183
THEATRE
THEORY
“Style-breaking” in the T h ea tre ..............................................................József Czimer
The Anti-Theatre ......................................................................................... Péter Nagy
The Frightened T h ea tre ..............................................................................J. C. Trewin
Compressionism (The Drama of the T rapped)....................................Laurence Kitchin
Authenticity of Action on the Modern S tag e ......................................Miklós Hubay









Shakespeare and the Hungarians..........................................................D e z s ő  K e r e sz tu r y
On Staging Shakespeare
Some Belated Thoughts..............................................................................M ilá n  F ü s t
Lady Macbeth — A Stage Manager’s Letter to the A ctress........... T a m á s  M a jo r
An Actor’s T h o u g h ts ............................................................................M ik ló s  G ábor
Shakespeare on the Stage T o d ay ..........................................................O ss ia  T r i l l in g
Shakespeare’s Two Centuries on the Hungarian S tag e .................... E rzséb e t M onori
CRITICISM OF HUNGARIAN THEATRE
Comprehensive
A Budapest Theatre-Goer’s Notes (Arthur Miller, Arbuzov, Iván Boldizsár,
János Kodolányi, Endre Vészi) ..................................................... Dezső Keresztury
Theatre Review (György Sós, József Darvas, Lajos Mesterházi,
Emil Kolozsvári-Grandpierre, Miklós Hubay-György Ránky-
István V a s ) .........................................................................................Dezső Keres ztury
Round the Theatres .............................................................................. Dezső Keresztury
Survey of the Theatrical Season..........................................................Dezső Kereszjury
Theatre Review (Arthur Miller, László Németh, Sophocles,
Lermontov, Mihály Vörösmarty, Endre V észi)......................... Dezső Keresztury
Theatre Review: Peaceful Coexistence of Stanislavsky and Brecht . .  Dezső Keresztury
Playgoer in Budapest....................................................................................J. C. Trewin
Theatre Review (Ferenc Molnár, Milán Füst, Józsi Jenő Tersánszky,
Miklós Gyárfás, István Kállai, Lajos Mesterházi, László Kamondy,
Endre Vészi, Imre Gyöngyössy)........................................................Dezső Keresztury
Theatre Review (László Németh, Miklós Hubay, István Csurka,
Imre M adách)..................................................................................  Dezső Keresztury
Theatre Chronicle (Aeschylus, Milán Füst, Gorky, Wesker, Kleist,
Jenő H elta i)............................................................................................................Dezső Keresztury
Theatre Review (Vercors, Aeschylus, Garcia Lorca, Shakespeare,
Miroslav Krleza, Arthur Miller, Magda Szabó, László Németh,
Endre Illés) ......................................................................................... Dezső Keresztury
The Summer Season (György Sárközi, Imre Madách, Thomas Mann) . . .  Iván Sándor 
Old Wine in New Bottles (Miklós Gyárfás, István Csurka, Bertold
Brecht, Zsigmond Móricz, Ibsen, Babel).............................................................Iván Sándor
Shakespeare, Dürrenmatt, Beckett, and H a v e l.......................................................Iván Sándor
Famous Hits Arriving in Budapest (Turgenev, Goldoni, Hochhut,
Sartre, Peter Weiss) .................................................................................. Iván Sándor
From Sartre to Coward (Mrozek, Sartre, Radzinsky)........................................... Iván Sándor
The Opening of the Season in Budapest...............................................................J^Zjef Czimer
Theatre Review (Gábor Thurzó, László Németh, Ferenc Karinthy,
Endre Fejes) ........................................................................................... ]°zsej Czimer
Theatre Review (Peter Weiss, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams,
István Ö rkény)........................................................................................ J°Qef  Czimer
Theatre Review (Musical, farce, opere tta)............................................... J°Zdef  Czimer
Theatre Review (Sándor Petőfi, József Darvas, Lajos Mesterházi,
István Békefi, Gorky, Rozov, Gogol, Edward A lbee)...................... Czimer
Theatre Review (István Eörsi, Gábor Görgey, László Gyurkó,































Theatre Review (Bertold Brecht, Franz Kafka, Ernő Szép,
Milán F ü s t) ........................................................................................................... ß zs tf Corner
Theatre of Authors (Imre Dobozy, István Eörsi, István Darvas)......... Józeej Czimer
Price and Value (Mihály Sükösd, György Szabó)................................. ftz s tf Czimer
Theatre in Budapest...................................................................................... / .  C. Trewin
From the Old New to the New Old (Gábor Goda, Gábor Thurzó,
István Csurka, Tibor Déry, László Németh, Dezső Szomory).........ßz* tf Czimer
The Play, the Director and the Audience (Endre Fejes,
Károly Szakonyi)...................................................................................................JózeeJ Czimer
Three Kinds of Theatre (István Örkény, Mihály Károlyi,
Peter Weiss) ......................................................................................... Judit Szántó
A Guide to Theatre Programmes........................................................................... A. Sz-
Old and New Plays and a New Theatre (József Darvas,
István Csurka, Miklós Hubay) ..............................................................Judit Szántó
First Nights in Budapest (Gyula Illyés, Imre Sarkadi, Anna Jókai,
Georges Feydeau)...................................................................................................Judit Szántó
Stage Adaptations (Károly Kazimir, Miklós Jancsó and Gyula Hernádi,
Imre Madách and Dezső Keresztury) .................................................Judit Szántó
Politics and Morality on the Stage (Géza Páskándi, Lajos Galambos,
Sándor Fekete, Gyula Illyés)...............................................................................Judit Szántó
Commonplaces and Experiments (Gyula Hernádi, László Gyurkó,
Boris Vassiliev, Tibor Gyurkovics)....................................................................Judit Szántó
Plays on the Hungarian S tage................................................................................A. Sz>
Mixed Blessings (George Tábori, Dezső Szomory, Chekhov,
Gyula Illyés)........................................................................................................... Judit Szántó
A Living Stage .........................................................................................J. C. Trewin
From Petőfi to Ayckbourn (Alan Ayckbourn, Leonard Gershe,
Vadim Korostilier, Lajos Maróti, Sándor P ető fi)........................................... Judit Szántó
Musicals, Documentaries, Shakespeare (István Nemeskürty-István 
Örkény, Tibor Déry, Gyula Hernádi, Shakespeare, Graham Greene,
Jerry B ock).............................................................................................................. Judit Szántó
Hungarian and Foreign Plays (Gyula Hernádi, Ákos Kertész,
Chingiz Aitmatov, Nathalia G inzburg)..............................................................Judit Szántó
Weeks of Plenty (Miklós Hubay, Károly Szakonyi, Magda Szabó,
Shakespeare).............................................................................................................Judit Szántó
Moliére—and Three Views of History (Miklós Jancsó-Gyula Hernádi,
László Németh, István E örsi).............................................................................. Judit Szántó
Potentialities and Difficulties of the Hungarian Theatre (Ibsen-Miller,
Imre Madách, Chekhov, Endre Illés, Gyula C sák )...........................Judit Szántó
Plays from Abroad Performed on Hungarian Stages during
the 1973/74 Season............................................................................................. A. Sz,•
Contemporaries and a “Contemporary of Old” (István Örkény,
Imre Sarkadi and Shakespeare)............................................................................ Judit Szántó
A Variety of Hungarian Plays (Gyula Illyés, István Örkény,
Géza Páskándi) .........................................................................................Judit Szántó
Budapest Theatre through American E yes...................................................Kent Bales
The Past Mirrored in the Present (Ferenc Karinthy, Tibor Gyurkovics,
Sándor László-Bencsik, Maxim Gorky) .............................................Miklós Almási






























The Sweet Smell of Success (István Örkény, András Sütő,
István C surka)..................................................................................
Hungarian Plays Old and New (István Nagy, Tibor Déry, Endre
Fejes, Gyula Hernádi, Tibor Gyurkovics)...............................
Six Plays — Six Passions (István Örkény, Erzsébet Galgóczi, Istv 
Csurka, Lajos Mesterházi, Géza Páskándi, László N ém eth).. 
Routine Fare (Gyula Csák, László Gyurkó, András Berkesi,
Gyula Hernádi) ............................................................................
Return to H am let................................................................................
Variations on the Theme of Failure (Gyula Illyés, Imre Sarkadi,
Ákos Kertész ..................................................................................
Variations on Conscience (István Csurka, Gyula Illyés, Endre Fejes) 
The Misery and Legend of the Human Race (Tibor Déry, Ödön 
von Horváth, Zsigmond Móricz, László Németh, András Sütő) 
The Anatomy of Compromise (Ferenc Karinthy, Géza Bereményi,
Lajos Maróti, György Spiró, Georg Büchner)...............................
Inquest on a Generation (István Csurka, Lajos Maróti,
Individual theatres 
An “Anachronistic” T1
Director’s Theatre in the Provinces (with illustrations)
(Kaposvár Theatre — Gábor Zsámbéki; Szolnok Theatre —
Individual plays
An Idealistic Revolutionary (on Miklós Mészöly’s play)
“Paradise Lost” ...................................................................
K aragöz..................................................................................
Sizing up “ Measure for Measure” .................................
Some Leftovers and a Remarkable New Play
(István Kocsis: “Orphan Kata Bethlen’’) ....................
Dezső Keresztury: “The Burdens or Dignity” ..................
Plutos Amongst the Ruins (Aristophanes: "Plutos”) . . . .
Radio theatre
The Invisible Theatre ........................................................
Ten Years with the “Szabó Family” .................................
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I/220-226
D e z s ő  K e r e sz tu r y 1/187-191
D e z s ő  K e r e sz tu r y 6/225-230
15/197-198
40/216-221
P éter M o ln á r  G á l 52/215-216
54/198-202
L even te  O sz to v ic s 61/217-220
65/ i 92 _ i95
73/186—188










A Little World Made C unningly............................................
Fooling Adults: The Budapest State Puppet T h ea tre ...........
The Miracle of the Puppet P la y ..............................................









Myth and Reality (a review of Anna László’s biography
of Sándor Hevesi) ........... .................................................................... Tamás Török
Kálmán Pataky in 1944 ......................................................................  Oszkár Beregi
Lili Darvas, A Great Hungarian-American A ctress...................... Péter Molnár Gál
FOREIGN THEATRE
A Shakespearean Voyage ....................................................................... Géza Hegedűs
Playgoer in L o n d o n ................................................................................ György Lengyel
London Nights ........................................................................................... Péter Nagy
Letter to London on the Shakespeare Company’s
Budapest performance...........................................................................J°<éeI  Czimer
The Comedians of the City (An Appreciation of the
London Theatre) ...................................................................................... Imre Szász
“Going Home” to L ondon............................................................................Péter Nagy
Visiting New York Theatres ................................................................ Czimer










Film and Youth in H ungary......... .............................................................Gábor Győry
The Impact of Cinema on L itera ture.................................................. Miklós Almási
Cassavetes’ Actors ......................................................................................  Gyula Maár






A Hungarian Film H is to ry .....................................................................Roger Manwell
Personal Reminiscences of Alexander K o rd a ................................. Montgomery Hyde
More to Praise than to Lament





GENERAL APPRECIATION OF HUNGARIAN CINEMA
Hungarian Life as Reflected in F ilm s..................................................... E r v in  G y er ty á n
New Trends in Hungarian Film Comedy...............................................E r v in  G yer tyá n
Conflict and R eality ................................................................................E r v in  G y er ty á n
Modern Trends in New Hungarian F ilm s ............................................  B á l in t  T ó th
A Nouvelle Vague of Hungarian F ilm s? .................................................  Y v e tte  B iró
The Hungarian Film Style and its V ariations.......................................... Y ve tte  B ír ó
The Pécs Film Festival..............................................................................M a r i K u t tn a
History Must Answer to Man
(The Contemporary Hungarian C inem a)........................................  G ra h a m  P etr ie
Consolidation W ithout Revelations ...................................................  G ra h a m  P e tr ie
W hat is Hungarian in the Hungarian Cinema (Parts I, II, and III). . O. W . Riegel
Why the Hungarian Cinema M a tte rs .................................................  G ra h a m  P e tr ie
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CRITICISM OF HUNGARIAN FILM 
Comprehensive
Four New Hungarian Films (László Ranódy: “Lark” ; Péter Bacsó:
“In Summer I t’s Simple” ; Mihály Szemes: “New Gilgamesh” ;
István Gaál: “In the Current”) .............................................................. B á l in t  T ó th
Swimming Against the Current (István Gaál: “In the Current” ;
András Kovács: “Difficult Persons”) ............................................... Is tv á n  N em eskü r ty
From the Personal to the Impersonal (István Szabó: "The age of 
Daydreaming” ; Zoltán Fábry: “Twenty Hours” ; Miklós Jancsó:
“This Was My Path”, “Outlaws”) .....................................................  Y v e tte  B iró
Giving the Young Their Head (Sándor Sára: “Gipsies” ; Ferenc Kardos-
János Rózsa: “Grimace”) .......................................................................  Y v e tte  B iró
On Both Sides of the Wall (András Kovács: “Walls” ; Miklós Jancsó:
“Silence and Cry”) ............................................................................................................  Y ve tte  B iró
Film Review (Péter Bacsó: “A Shot in the Head”) ................................. Y ve tte  B iró
Encounters and Contradictions (Miklós Jancsó: “The Confrontation” ;
Sándor Sára: “The Thrown-up Stone”) .................................................  Y ve tte  B iró
The Passing of a New Wave (Sándor Sára: “The Thrown-up Stone” ;
Pál Gábor: “Forbidden Area” ; Lívia Gyarmathy: “Can You Do
the Sunday-Monday ?”) ................................................................................................  G ábor F áy
The Temptations of the Parable (Miklós Jancsó: “Winter W ind” ;
Ferenc Kardos: “A Mad Night”) .......................................................... Y v e tte  B iró
Social Conflicts—without Heroes (Péter Bacsó: “Outbreak” ;
András Kovács: “Relay”) .....................................................................Z o ltá n  H egedűs
The Pangs of Change in Village Life (István Gaál: “Dead Landscape” ;
Imre Gyöngyössy: “The Legend about the Death and Resurrection
of Two Young Men”) ............................................................................Z o ltá n  H egedűs
History and Human Behaviour
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The Game’s the Thing (Pál Sándor: “Football in the Good Old
Days” ; Imre Mihályfi: “Spider’s Web”) .......................................... József Tornai
The Subject and the Style (Ferenc Kosa: “Heavy Snowfall” ;
Judit Elek: “Istenmezeje” ; Rezső Szörény: “Strange Faces” ;
Károly Makk: “Catsplay”) .....................................................................József Tornai
Rituals and Fake Legends (Miklós Jancsó: “Electra, My love” ;
János Rózsa: “Dreaming Youth” ; György Révész: “The Pendragon
Legend”) ......................................................................................................József Tornai
Pseudo and Real (Ferenc Kardos: “Heyducks” ; Tamás Rényi:
“ Makra” ; András Kovács: “Blindfold”) .............................................. József Tornai
Yesterday’s and Today’s Formulae (Zoltán Fábri: “Unfinished Sentence” ;
Sándor Sára: “Pheasant Tomorrow”) ...................................................József Tornai
A Season of Close-ups (Márta Mészáros: “Adoption” ; Imre
Gyöngyössy: “Expectations” ; Ferenc Grunwalsky: “Red Requiem”) József Tornai
Three Parables (Gyula Maár: “In the Wings” ; Barna Kabay:
“The Rabbit Stew” ; Tamás Rényi: “When Time Began”) ................József Tornai
The Orphans Have Not Died Off (László Ranódy: “Nobody’s
Daughter” ; Zsolt Kezdi-Kovács: “When Joseph Returns”) ........... József Tornai
The Labyrinths of Creation and Self (András Kovács: “Labyrinth” ;
László Lugosi: “Identification”) ..........................................................József Tornai
Courage and Bravado (György Szomjas: “Wind Whistles under their Feet” ;
Zoltán Fábry: “The Fifth Seal”) ..........................................................József Tornai
Happy Diversity (Gábor Body: “American Fragment” ; János
Dömölky:“The Sword” ; Pál Sándor: “Improperly Dressed”) ......... Mari Kuttna
Two Actor’s Films (János Rózsa: “Spider Football” ; Gyula Maár:
“Flare and Flicker”) ................................................................................József Tornai
The Historic and the Family Meat Grinder (Sándor Sára: “Eighty
Hussars"; Márta Mészáros: “The Two of Them”) ...................... József Tornai
Documentary into Drama (Pál Schiffer: “Gyuri” ; István Dárday:
“Filmnovel”) .........................................................................   Mari Kuttna
“Hungarians” and Hungarians (Zoltán Fábry: “Hungarians” ;
István Gaál: “Legato”) .......................................................................  József Tornai
Budapest Film Week 1979
A Glittering Shopwindow (Miklós Jancsó: “Hungarian Rhapsody” ;
Judit Ember: “ Mistletoe” and o thers).................................................... Mari Kuttna
Hungarian Rhapsodies (Miklós Jancsó: “ Hungarian Rhapsody” ;
Márta Mészáros: “Just like at Home” and others) ....................  Craham Petrie
Individual directors and films
A Lean Man in the Land of the Obese (Ferenc András: “I t’s Rain
and Shine Together”) ........................................................................... József Tornai
“Holiday in Britain” (István Dárday) ..................................................... József Tornai
Dialogue between Past and Present (Zoltán Fábri: “Ants’ Nest”) . . .  Zoltán Hegedűs
“The Falcons” (a film by István Gaál) ................................................. István Nemeskürty
“Two Decisions” (A semi-documentary by Imre Gyöngyössy
and Barna K abay).......................................... ...................................Dezső Keresztury
“Sindbad” ’s Hungarian Voyage (Zoltán Huszárik)...........................Zoltán Hegedűs
Jancsó’s Reds and Whites .........................................................................  Yvette Bíró




























The Choreography of History — “Agnus Dei”
Miklós Jancsó’s New F i lm ................................................................ Zoltán Hegedűs
Jancsó’s “Red Psalm” ......... . ..................................................................Zoltán Hegedűs
Jancsó Shooting.................................................................................... .. Gyula Maár
Jancsó’s “Confrontation”
Jancsó in Colour . .........................................................................................Yvette Bíró
The Critics’ Confrontation.................................................................................. János Kenedi
The Director of “The Round-Up” Talks on F ilm s.....................................................
“Ah! (Ja Ira” and the Revolution............................................................Miklós Jancsó
Getting Rid of Taboos (Talking to Miklós Jancsó).............................István Zsugán
Jancsó’s World (a book by András Szekfű)............................................................... Mari Kuttna
"Petőfi ’73,” A Film by Ferenc Kardos.................................................Zoltán Hegedűs
András Kovács’s “Cold Days” ..................................................................  Yvette Bíró
“Cold Days”—the Novel and the F i lm ............................................................  Tibor Cseres
“Walls” ..........................................................................................................András Kovács
Tragedy on the Stud Farm (“The Stud Farm” by András Kovács)..................I. Zs.
An Interview with András Kovács ..................................................................................
A Man’s Calling (Ferenc Kosa: “Mission”) ....................................................... J°ZIef  Tornai
“Love” (Károly Makk and Tibor D é ry ) .................... ..............................  Vera Létay
“Éva—A 5116” (László Nádasy)................................................................ Gyula Maár
Myth into Movement (The Animator Sándor Reisenbüchler)........... Mari Kuttna
Budapest East End (“Angels’ Land,” a recent Hungarian Film
by György Révész)....................................................................................Bálint Tóth
The Great Tramcar-Tale (István Szabó: “Budapest Tales”) ........... ß zs tf Tornai
The Verity of Pictures (Pál Zolnay: “Photography”) ........................ Zoltán Hegedűs
“János Vitéz” Super Star .........................................................................  Lisa Tate
See SCIENCE, Ethnography, Folklore filmed
FILMS IN  TH E USA



























Music and Modern Society ..................................................................... P á l J á rd á n y i
József Újfalussy on the Social Impact of M u sic ................................. Is tv á n  K ardos
Elemér Gyulai and Visible M u sic ....................................................... f d z s e f  Ú jfa lu s sy






O f European music
Girolamo Diruta: “II Transilvano”
(Reflections on a Renaissance keyboard school)............................... A n d r á s  P ernye
Monteverdi .......................................... ..................................................  Bence S zabo lcs i





Complete C ouperin ................................................................................................. A .  P .
Daybreak over Europe (parts from a book on baroque m usic)........... Bence S zabo lcs i
Recent Findings in 18th and 19th Century M u sic ...........................Is tv á n  K ecskem éti
The Unknown H aydn ................................................................................D én es B a r th a
The Man who Completed Mozart’s “Requiem” .................. .. I s tv á n  K ecskem éti
Recently Discovered Schubert Autographs........................................ I s tv á n  K ecskem éti
O f music in Hungary
Before the zoth century
From Bakfark to L is z t ............................................................................. András Pernye
Liszt’s Music and our Contemporary Public (1 9 1 1 )............................... Béla Bartók
Metamorphoses of Liszt’s Faust Symphony..........................................László Somfai
Liszt and B artók ...................................................................................... Bence Szabolcsi
Liszt and 20th Century M usic..........................................................Humphrey Searle
Bartók
Man and Nature in Bartók’s W o r ld ...................................................Bence Szabolcsi
Duality and Synthesis in the Music of Béla B artók ............................... Brno Lendvai
Bartók’s Principles of Composition....................................................... Bence Szabolcsi
Bartók’s H eritage...........................................................................................István Láng
Béla Bartók (On the 25th Anniversary of his Death) .............................György Lukács
Art Music and Folk Music in Bartók’s W o rk ........................................János Kárpáti
Bartók and the P u b lic ............................................................................... Iván Vitányi
Béla Bartók and the Permanent Committee on Literature
of the League of N ations...................... ................................................Miklós Szinai
Bartók — Pianist and T eacher..............................................................Lajos Hernádi
Bartók and the Arts ..................................................................................János Breuer
An Early Bartók-Liszt Encounter..........................................................István Kecskeméti
Bartók and Wagner ..................................................................................  Ferenc Bónis
Bartók, Schoenberg, S travinsky..............................................................................János Kárpáti
Bartók and E ng land ........................................ ..................................... Cerald Abraham
Bartók and the Swiss ................................................................................János Breuer
Bartók in Oberlin .................................................................................  Erzsébet Vezér
Bartók’s Miraculous M andarin ............................................................  Bence Szabolcsi
Bartók’s Sonata for two Pianos and Percussion.................. Karlheinz[_ Stockhausen
Unpublished Bartók Documents .............................................................. János Liebner
Two Letters of Béla B artók .................................................................. Bence Szabolcsi
An Unpublished Letter .............................................................................  Béla Bartók
Letters to Béla B artók........................................................................................................
A 1923 Interview with B artók ................................................................ Magda Vámos
The Dispute over Bartók’s W il l .....................................................................Péter Puffy
The Results and Problems of Bartók Research in Hungary..................János Demény
Denijs Dille on his Collaboration with B artók.......................................... Imre Antal
Remembering My Father, Béla Bartók...................................................Béla Bartók, jr.
Béla Bartók, jr. on his F a th e r.................................................................. László Somjai
The High Threshold ....................................................................................  Endre Illés
My Road to B artók ..................................................................................Iwaki Hajimu












































Zoltán Kodály, Octogenarian.......................................................................László Eősze
Confession......................................................................................................Zoltán Kodály
Farewell to Zoltán Kodály.......................................................................Bence Szabolcsi
Kodály—the Man and the Achievement.............................................Dezső Keresztury
Zoltán Kodály’s Y o u th ........................................................................... Bence Szabolcsi
Kodály the Master ..................................................................................  Mátyás Seiber
Zoltán Kodály— Achievement and Prom ise...........................................................Tibor Kozma
Kodály the W r ite r ................................................................................Dezső Keresztury
An English Assessment of K odály ..........................................................István Kecskeméti
This Side Idolatry ................................................................................ Percy M. Young
Special Supplement: Musical Score of Sándor Sík’s “Te Deum” . . .  Zoltán Kodály 
See CULTURE, Music, Music education as well as Folk music
Contemporary music
Twenty-Five Years of Hungarian Com position....................................István Gábor
In the Workshop of 88 Musicians (Mária Feuer)................................. István Gábor
Three Great Losses of Hungarian Music
(László Lajtha, Ferenc Fricsay and Mihály Székely)........................... Lajos Fodor
Sándor Balassa: “Requiem for Kassák” ..................................................... György Kroó
Zsolt Durkó, Composer (with a score supplem ent)............................... Imre Fábián
Zsolt Durkó on the Continuity of M u sic ...............................................Mária Feuer
Pál Kadosa (with the score of his First Capriccio)....................................Ferenc Bonis
One Hundred Minutes of K urtág .............................................................. György Kroó
Rudolf Maros (with a score supplem ent).................................................Imre Fábián
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CONDUCTORS AND COMPOSERS AND HUNGARY
Meeting Ansermet ....................................................................................  Ferenc Bonis
Britten in Hungary ....................................................................................  Előd Juhász.
Ernő Dohnányi (1877 -1960).............................................................. István Kecskeméti
Klemperer in H ungary.............................................................................  István Gábor
Fritz Reiner—an Early Bartók C onductor............................................  Ferenc Binis








Perspectives of Modern Opera as seen by a D ram atist...................... Miklós Hubay
“Outside the Door,” (Sándor Balassa’s new opera)................................. György Kroó
Béla Balázs, Bartók’s First Librettist ....................................................... István Gál
"Albert Herring” at the Hungarian State O p e ra ................................. János Lózsy
Zsolt Durkó’s Moses-Opera ..................................................................  György Kroó
“Crime and Punishment” .......................................................................  Előd JuhászI
“The Tragedy of Man” (György Ránki’s new opera).............................Mária Feuer
A New Hungarian Opera (Ferenc Szabó: “Be Good Unto Death”) . .  András Pernye 











At Work on a Hamlet O p era ..............................................................  Sándor Szokolay
Sándor Szokolay’s “Hamlet” ................................................................  Ossia Trilling
“Samson,” a New Opera by Sándor Szokolay......................................Mária Feuer
A First in Opera Discography ................................................................ Ivan Kertes
See CULTURE, Drama, Libretti
MUSICOLOGY
The New York International Musicological Congress...................... Dénes Bartha
A Hungarian Musicologist at American Universities...........................Dénes Bartha
Liszt-Bartók Musicological Conference in Budapest.............................Zoltán Falvy
The Tasks of Musicology in H ungary ...................................................Zoltán Kodály
Bence Szabolcsi—a Personal Appreciation............................................. Cynthia Jolly
Bence Szabolcsi (1899-1973) ..............................................................  András Pernye
The Magnum Opus of Bence Szabolcsi ............................................... Ferenc Bónis
MUSIC REVIEWS
An Evening on the Island of the Young Ladies of Brunswick........... Miklós Flubay
Hungarian Music in E ngland .............................................................. Percy M. Young
Budapest Music Weeks, 1966 ................................. ............................  Ferenc Bónis
In the Concert Halls ................................................................................  Ferenc Bónis
Music R eview ........................................................................................... András Pernye
Conductors’s Competition on Television.............................................András Pernye
Serious Music on the Small S creen ........................................................ Walter Todds
Ensembles, performers
Hungarian String Q u arte ts .......................................................................  Péter Várnai
The Tátrai String Q u a rte t....................................................................... Zoltán Halász^
Young Pianists .........................................................................................  Mária Feuer
RECORDS
The Truth of Recorded M u sic .................................................................András Pernye






A Renaissance Gem ................................................................................  András Pernye





































Three New Record A lbum s.....................................................................András Pernye
New Records from Renaissance Music to Brahm s............................... András Pernye
Scores and Records (Domenico Scarlatti).................... ..........................András Pernye
Records and Scores ...............................................................................  András Pernye
New R ecords............................................................................................. András Pernye
HUNGARIAN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
New Publications by Editio M usica.....................................................................A. P.
Hungarian Releases of Old and Modern M u sic ................................. András Pernye
New Music Publications .......................................................................  András Pernye
Two Books on Music (by András Pernye)...............................................János Breuer
After Bartók and Kodály (a book by György Kroó) ................................. Mária Feuer
The Language of M usic ........................................................................... Katalin Fittler
Renaissance and Baroque Scores............................................................  András Pernye
MUSIC EDUCATION
The World Conference on Musical Education in Budapest..................Ferenc Aczil
Meeting Point ....................................................................................  Percy AI. Young
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